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Welcome week
February Intake 2022
February intake welcomed a diverse set of students
hailing from Morocco, Cameroon, England, Egypt,
Nigeria, India, Pakistan and many more. The
“Welcome Week” began with academic introduction

Learn the official language
of 21 countries
by Professor Jordan Mautner and Dr. Aida,
extracurricular activities by Jordan and Sam. Prof.
Josep talking about paid internships, Prof Eduardo
about career services, Prof. Yvette about Business
English were the highlights of it.

Technology has transformed the world into a global community
where it is quick and easy to relocate from one geographic
region to another.
One of the perks of being an international student
and studying abroad is broadening your horizons
to learn new culture, traditions, perspectives, and
possibly a new language.
For more details
scane the code

One of the most life-changing
decisions of your life:
choose wisely

H

ow do we convince prospective students
that ours is the perfect business school
for them? Choosing a school is, after all,
the most important step in establishing
an international career. Job specific
specialisations, and industry-oriented,
practical exposure based learning programs
have become popular in the new competitive
landscape.
But seeing the same information on
institution websites and other platforms
might be daunting at times. Thus, students
should focus on the most crucial variables
while selecting a Business school.
Each school has its own eccentricity and
perks. Although it may be tempting to focus
just on the institution’s reputation, there
are numerous additional things why try to
make our students consider to guarantee
them they are receiving an education that is
tailored to their long-term goals and career
objectives.

1. Location
We say students should strike a balance
between exploring a new city and everything
it has to offer while their studying, but they
should also consider being close to the
industries/sectors they want to work in once
they finish.
C3S Business School provides tremendous
networking opportunities and facilitates field
trips and company visits in varied industries.
We tell students wanting to work in the
start-up tech sector, Barcelona is the place
for them!
2. Immersive and Experiential learning
The absence of soft and practical skills
students learn while at school is the most
common industry complaint regarding
business schools.
Therefore, choosing a business school that
will provide more than a typical theoreticallyoriented curriculum will help
graduates be competitive and
career-ready.
For more details
scane the code
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“Paid internship
projects with
companies also foster
real-world experience”

“Being taught by
someone who has
accomplished it before
is one of the most
effective methods to
learn”

Welcome C3Sians
We have seen how social distancing measures have been progressively released in the wonderful city of Barcelona.
Every day we are putting our efforts as a community to recover the undeniable vibe of the city and welcoming every
semester our new C3Sians coming from around the world to have amazing experiences, academic challenges,
networking and enjoying a friendly and healthy environment in our Campus.
This new intake in 2022 reflects the beginning of a new chapter despite the pandemic situation we all have gone
through. It is with pleasure and joy when I say that not even the health issues have stopped us from growing as
an Institutional Education and Individuals and we keep looking towards transforming and improving our project
based learning system to help you achieve success in the field you are interested in.
I hope you enjoy this professional and personal journey, discover yourselves and reach the
best of you.
Best wishes,
Maria Fernanda Dugarte
Dean - C3S Business School

Barcelona Tour with
C3Sians
The tour turned into a super fun adventure in one of
the most iconic cities in the world and our students’
new home!
Students and the staff team met at Sagrada Familia.
They visited the infamous church still in construction
and discovered the surrounding garden.
From there they reached Passeig de Gracia, one of the
main high streets of Barcelona, famous for its commercial highlights and stunning architecture.
Then on to Plaça Cataluyna, an iconic historical
monument. The plaza marks the beginning of the
renowned Ramblas, famous for its flourishing food and
gift stands.
From there they made a stop in el Gotico, the old part
of Barcelona, filled with small charming streets and
medieval buildings, for lunch at one of the famous
restaurants - Casa Muyo,
The second half unfolded at Barceloneta, Barcelona’s
beautiful beach district where a fun surprise awaited the boat tour.

www.csss.es
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When in Barcelona,
football is your calling!
An internal football match was
held between C3Sians on 10th
Feb, 2022. It became one-sided
after some time as the match
ended with a score of 4-0. Our
goal keepers - Serge Ejolle Sone
& Jarier Mohammed Hossain
performed amazingly well. A few
star players to mention were
Franklin, Jarier,Yuhann, Puvly,
and Lawrenzo coached by none
other than Tomas Aristimuno.

Immigration requirements after you
land in Barcelona
When the student will
reach Spain, they must
carry along the below
documents without
fail as the immigration
officer might ask at the
airport after landing.
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•

Insurance copy - That should cover the duration of their stay

•

Admission letter - Given from the school

•

Accommodation proof

•

Covid vaccination certificate
Note: The passenger must be vaccinated at least 14 days at most 270 days before the arrival or they
must be fully vaccinated and receive a booster dose.

•

The list of accepted vaccines consists of AstraZeneca (SK Bioscience), AstraZeneca (Vaxzevria),
Covaxin, Covishield, Covovax, Janssen, Moderna (Spikevax), Nuvaxovid (Novavax), Pfizer-BioNTech
(Comirnaty), Sinopharm, and Sinovac. Other vaccines are accepted if the last dose received is one of
the previously listed vaccines.

•

The SPTH form (https://spth.gob.es/) is to be filled out before arrival, which will provide a QR code
which the immigration officer will scan.
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Testimonials
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Business Management Crossword
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Across

Down

Changes made to adjust to new circumstances

1.

3.

A major part or division of the economy

2.

6.

The money used in a particular country

8.

Money paid for certain services OR a government-

1.

Administration
Stability
Allocation
Credit
Investment
Fluctuations
Compensation
Fee
Income
Currency
Shift
Generated
Commission
Acquisition
Policy
Economic
Incentive
Sector
Funds
Contract
Maximum
Consequences
Adaptation

4.
5.

appointed group with special responsibilities
10. a condition of being settled, without violent changes or
fluctuations
13. Management
17. The results of an action
19. Money received
20. A change (also one of three 8-hour work periods for
businesses open for 24 hours a day.)
21. Produced
22. A legal agreement (OR a verb meaning to get smaller)

7.
9.
11.
12.
14.
15.
16.
18.

The distribution of resources
An official plan or statement of how things should be
done
Something obtained (bought)
Ups and downs; waves of alternating increases and
decreases
Payment
The most
Money (or effort) put into something with the intention
of receiving much more back later
Money for certain purposes
A special offer to move people to take a desired action
Money available for for borrowing (and later repayment
with interest)
A charge for a service
Concerned with money and the exchange of goods and
services

Scratch your head, fill in this crossword, click a picture and email it to us at bulletin@csss.es. A few lucky winners will be contacted for a surprise.

+34 931 168 821
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